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Tanner T. Roberts

Author 
Bio 
Born in Houston, Texas, Tanner  
Thomas Roberts has always had  
a passion for learning, reading  
and politics. Tanner graduated  
from Texas A&M in 2013 with a  
B.S. in Economics and received a  
Business Economics Certificate  
(BEC) which focuses on  
integrating the practical skills  
taught in Mays Business School  
with the analytical tools of  
economics. Currently, Tanner  
works as a Director of Business  
Development at a technology  
consulting company overseeing  
some of the largest sales growth  
in company history. 
 
Tanner is a musician and enjoys  
writing music on both guitar and  
piano. He enjoys being terrible  
at golf and living an active  
lifestyle. At a young age, he  
began collecting comic books  
and continues to be an avid  
collector to feed his inner nerd. 
 
Tanner T. Roberts is a proud  
father to a beautiful daughter. 
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Synopsis
Dumb Politics: The Political Rhetoric and Blissful Ignorance of a  
Generation 
 
Moral arguments have taken the place of empirical evidence. Virtue  
signaling has replaced constructive political discussion. Individualism  
is dead and efforts of those that govern are measured more  
meticulously than the efforts of those who are governed. All of the  
rhetoric taken place in the political climate today is generationally  
backed for years to come. What is this rhetoric? It's simple; Dumb  
Politics. 
 
Dumb politics is that act of promoting policies and ideas that  
subsidizes groups at the expense of others, it ignores the negative  
laws of unintended consequences and the third-part outcomes, it  
becomes hypocritical in equity and equality, it uses emotional  
responses over rational analysis, and it uses derogatory vernacular to  
promote class and social warfare. 
 
This book provides chapter-by-chapter details of the political rhetoric  
and blissful ignorance that has taken hold of a generation. The  
exploits of the left are described in each chapter: 
 

The Political Rhetoric and Blissful  
Ignorance of a Generation 



Target 
Audience 
business leaders 
 
business owners & entrepreneurs 
 
political commentators 
 
talk radio listeners 
 
college students 
 
conservatives 
 
professors 
 
 
 

Interview  
Questions 
What inspired you to write this book? 
 
What is Dumb Politics? 
 
What is the main message you want to convey in this book? 
 
What is different about you and your writing compared to other  
conservative authors?  
 
Where do you see the state of politics heading for your generation? 
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Book  
Excerpts 
Chapter 1, Dumb Name Calling—Dumb name calling looks at the  
dangerous consequences of loosely using terms such as racists,  
bigots, and fascists. Those who are astute in dumb name-calling  
typically lack knowledge of the term they are so quick to throw out.  
These influences have created a tribalism effect where groups are  
now pitted against each other without having substantial arguments  
or ideas that make us individuals rather than group-thinking  
machines. 
 
Chapter 2, Dumb Immigration—Seventy-seven percent of lawmakers  
represent states that do not even share a border with Mexico. U.S.  
officials have failed the states under Article 4, Section 4 of the U.S.  
Constitution in regard to the safekeeping of our own country. Border  
security has shifted from constitutional protection to a humanitarian  
crisis that coincidentally benefits one party. This chapter focuses on  
how the left has exploited this crisis and all the issues associated with  
a loosely secured border. 
 
Chapter 3, Dumb Economics—Dumb economics ignores the rules of  
unintended consequences in favor of moral objectives. Achieving  
equality has replaced the fundamentals of achieving success. The  
“Dumb Economics” chapter focuses on the blissful ignorance  
politicians exploit in concepts of wages, employment, taxes, income,  
and productivity. 
 
 



 
"Dumb Politics deals with the politics of  
emotion and virtue signaling. This book  
demonstrates that we need politics based  
on sound thinking and good results that  
work for everyone. Read it!" 
 
-Dinesh D’Souza, Author/Filmmaker  
__________________________________________ 
"Economics drives most of the personal &  
political decisions we make as Americans.  
When the economy stinks, our elected  
leaders get the blame and when it's  
sunny, they take the credit. Tanner  
Roberts takes economics and shows how  
it powers the decisions that change the  
world we live in every day. "Dumb Politics"  
is a must read for everyone who wonders  
why so many things are now decided on  
someone's feelings rather than cold,  
objective facts." 
 
-Lars Larson, Host of the nationally- 
syndicated radio talk show "The Lars  
Larson Show"  
__________________________________________ 
“Finally! Someone has written a book that  
aptly - and hysterically - describes the  
destructive, imbecilic obsessions of  
boobus americanus and his elite, political  
and media masters. Masters who fancy  
themselves geniuses when in reality,  
they’re only genius if they’re in the cast of  
Idiocracy. Tanner Roberts is hauntingly  
accurate in his descriptions of how dumb  
our civic religion has become. Its a smart  
book that indicts our dumb rulers with a  
new principle of non-contradiction:  
something cannot be dumb and smart at  
the same time and ‘Muricah’s politics,  
culture etc. are most decidedly, dumb.” 
 
-Mike Church, host of The CRUSADE  
Channel's Mike Church Show 
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